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Abstract This article reports on the joint working group meeting of the AG
MARKETING and AG DANK within the GfKl Data Science Society. The
meeting was held from October 7 to 8, 2022, hosted by the Clausthal University
of Technology. The presented talks included topics from a great variety of fields
from quantitative marketing and data analytics and numerical classification.
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1 Introduction

Transnational, sustainable and close to business: The joint working group meet-
ing on the topic of Responsible Data Analysis and Machine Learning offered
international players from science and business a successful stage for mutual
knowledge transfer.

For the first time, the two working groups Data analysis and classification
in marketing (AG MARKETING) and Data analysis and numerical classifica-
tion (AG DANK) met for a joint meeting, which took place on October, 7 to 8,
2022, at Clausthal University of Technology and was hosted by the Clausthal
Executive School and the Institute of Management and Economics.

The invitation was accepted by participants from Germany, France, Austria
and Switzerland, who discussed the twelve presentations on the topics of data
analysis in marketing and data analysis and numerical classification. The lecture
contents were very diverse, ranging from start-up survival probabilities (Müller-
Funk, U. & Ungerer, C.), instrument recognition (Schulz, J.-P., Szepannek, G.,
& Harczos, T.), fake news detection (Wilhelm, A. & Dossou, B.F.P.) to medical
(Thrun, M.C., Hoffmann, J., Krause, S.W., Krawitz, P., Brendel, C., & Ultsch,
A.) and macroeconomic (Zimmermann, T.) use cases. Furthermore, optimiza-
tion approaches in the fields of production (Krippendorff, N. & Schwindt, C.)
and logistics (Haase, K., Kück, J., Sauerbier, F., & Spindler, M.) were discussed
and a tool to determine the economic performance of museums (Hildebrand,
L. & Paetz, F.) was introduced. Additionally, issues in the fields of customer
responses (Kurz, P. as well as Schröder, N., Marra, G., Radice, R. & Reutterer,
T.), small sample sizes (May, S.) and random forest models (Szepannek, G. &
von Holt, B.-H.) were seized.

Besides these competitive talks, three invited talks complemented the port-
folio of the joint meeting: Professor Dr. Raoul V. Kübler (ESSEC Business
School Paris) gave a talk on the influence of social media in the past US presi-
dential elections. Moritz von Zahn (Goethe University Frankfurt) discussed the
influence of green nudges on return behavior in online shopping. In addition,
Zoé Wolter and Philipp Bosch presented the association CorrelAid e. V., which
carries out data analyses and workshops for non-profits on a voluntary basis.

The two-day meeting concluded with the traditional AG DANK’s data analy-
sis competition, in which this year’s task was to predict the results of a biathlon
sprint race as accurately as possible based on the results of the 20 previous
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competition results. Here it was shown that even intuitive models, i.e. educated
guessing, can lead to very accurate results and beat more complex approaches.

2 Control of Shared Production Buffers: A Reinforcement
Learning Approach
Nora Krippendorff, Clausthal University of Technology
Christoph Schwindt, Clausthal University of Technology

We consider a buffer control problem arising in stochastic flow lines with ded-
icated and shared production buffers. Buffer control relies on decision rules
which determine transfers of items between buffers and machines at the release
or completion times of parts on the different production stages. We formulate
a conceptual model of the problem for a basic scenario with one central buffer
and explain how general system configurations and a tactical buffer allocation
problem can be modeled within this framework. Under the assumption that
the flow line can be represented as a Markovian production system, we pro-
vide a formulation as a continuous-time Markov decision problem admitting
an optimal stationary policy. By applying the uniformization approach from
McMahon (2008), the Markov decision problem is discretized in time and thus
amenable to standard algorithms (Puterman, 2005). We propose a simple Q-
learning implementation of reinforcement learning converging to an optimal
stationary policy and validate the approach in a numerical experiment with a
small toy problem (Mitchell, 1997).

3 On the Relevance of Transaction Data: A Funnel Analysis of New
Venture Survival
Ulrich Müller-Funk, University of Münster
Christina Ungerer, University of Stuttgart

We study the impact of transaction relations - the relations built by new ven-
tures to customers, partners, financiers, and human resources - on the chances
of their survival. The development of start-ups is tracked over a fixed period
subdivided into consecutive phases. Survival is viewed as a qualitative feature,
analyzed within a state-phase- model via catenated classifiers and multiple tests.
No censoring is involved. The model is applied to 482 new technology-based
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firms. Transaction relations turn out to be features significantly complementing
standard factors, with a phase-wise varying importance. For additional informa-
tion see De Jong and Marsili (2015); Simón-Moya et al (2012); Stinchcombe
(1965).

4 Investigating Deep Learning for Auditory Model Based Pitch
Classification
Jan-Paul Schulz, Saarland University
Gero Szepannek, Stralsund University of Applied Computer Science
Tamas Harczos, Fraunhofer IDMT

In order to increase the understanding of human sound perception auditory
models have been developed to mimic the different steps of sound processing
in the auditory system. Recent advances in neural networks have led to their
successful application in many different contexts. In this work several estab-
lished deep learning architectures are investigated with regard their ability to
be used for pitch recognition in combination with auditory modelling. For this
purpose, pitch estimation was modelled as a classification problem based on
cochleograms. A particular emphasis has been laid on the appropriate choice of
the model’s hyperparameters. The results of the study are promising and can be
interpreted as a step towards mimicking human pitch perception. For additional
information see Bischl et al (2021); Feldhoff et al (2022); Harczos and Klefenz
(2018); Su et al (2016); Vecchi et al (2022).

5 How efficient are German museums in using their public
funding? An input-oriented network DEA approach
Lea Hildebrand, Ostfalia University of Applied Science
Friederike Paetz, Clausthal University of Technology

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) has become a progressive method of effi-
ciency research. The non-parametric technique allows the performance mea-
surement of peer groups facing production processes that include multiple
input-output-structures. Conventional DEA models treat observed productions
as black boxes without considering the efficiency of internal structures that fa-
cilitate the transformation of inputs into external outputs. In contrast to this, net-
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work DEA approaches base on the decomposition of the evaluated production
processes. Recent studies of (Barrio-Tellado and Herrero-Prieto, 2019, 2022)
first employed network DEA as a fertile methodical approach to measure and
compare the (internal) performance of 23 Spanish museums. The present study
extends the Spanish research model to analyse the efficiency of 51 German
publicly funded museums on a two-stage network structure. Due to the input-
orientation of the used model, particular emphasis is placed on the examination
of the used public funding throughout the museums’ production stages. The
study grounds on data of the report year 2019 that was collected from museum
websites, annual (financial) museum reporting and budget plans such as budget
accounts of the integrated federal states, municipalities, and the national govern-
ment. The research model assimilates the selected data to establish radial and
input-oriented efficiency measures on two constructed production stages under
the assumption of variable returns to scale. Thereby, the proposed research
model initially evaluates the usage of the allocated public funding in consid-
eration of the gained service ability level represented through a facility index,
the personnel expense, weekly opening hours, special exhibitions and produced
publications. The second stage assesses the adequacy of the provided service
level with reference to the attained annual visitation level as external output
of the decomposed production process. The results show substantially higher
efficiency scores related to the first stage of the applied research model. Aside
from that, museums that are assessed as optimum productions in stage one tend
to gain higher efficiency scores in the following production stage. Overall, only
three museums are detected as efficient throughout all production stages. The
talk further discusses the results of the employed network DEA model in the
light of the distribution of efficiency scores gained from the corresponding DEA
black box model and broaches the issue of applied model building procedures
to classify the observed DEA peer group.
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6 Accounting for skewed distributions in modeling self-reported
customer response data
Nadine Schröder, Vienna University of Economics and Business,
Austria
Giampiero Marra, University College London, United Kingdom
Rosalba Radice, Bayes Business School – City, University of
London, United Kingdom
Thomas Reutterer, Vienna University of Economics and Business,
Austria

According to previous research (e.g., Peterson and Wilson, 1992) customers
who take part in satisfaction surveys, to a vast extent, typically report that they
were highly satisfied with a product or service. This phenomenon has gained a
lot of attention in the field of product reviews as well. In most of these settings,
customers are awarding top ratings leading to the classic j-shape distribution
of star ratings (e.g., Schoenmueller et al, 2020). The distributional character-
istics of such satisfaction metrics pose issues when the task is to model the
relationship with other (potentially) influencing variables. In addition, since
not all customers are participating in such surveys or are willing to provide a
rating, the responses are typically subject to possible selection biases. As mar-
keters are keen in understanding why customers give a certain rating, choosing
the correct model is of vital importance to avoid biased and hence unreliable
estimates leading to wrong managerial implications.

In our study, we model the drivers of customer review ratings in a lodging
industry setting. When transforming the ratings into deviations from the top
rating (which is of managerial interest in our application case), the j-shape
pattern of the original distribution translates into a vast number of zeros. We
hence propose a count model based on the Tweedie distribution (see Dunn and
Smyth 2005 for applications and properties of the distribution) and account
for sample selection to deal with the skewed distribution. We compare the
Tweedie model to alternative models such as other count models and further
candidate models that have been used in previous research. We evaluate the
performance of the models regarding their distributional assumptions as well
as further model selection criteria.

The hotel review data have been collected from two booking platforms be-
tween 2018 and 2019 and were enriched with booking data from a local hotel
chain in a major European city. This gives us the opportunity to have a unique
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data set at hand enabling us to identify which customers have provided a review
and observe the associated rating.

We find that our proposed Tweedie model performs better than other (sam-
ple selection) models. Our results show that coefficients vary in terms of sig-
nificance and signs across the various models, which would imply different
managerial conclusions and make the right model choice important.

7 Enhance Conjoint with a Behavioral Framework
Peter Kurz, bms marketing research + strategy

Shoppers are no stimulus-response machines, they are processing information
and act accordingly.

Shopper perceptions of prices and values are therefore important to under-
stand, the effect of price changes in a category: What goes on in the shopper’s
mind before he chooses a product?

The company bms marketing research + strategy uses 9 standard binary
questions regarding shopping behavior in the category, upfront of each conjoint
exercise. This helps to make the respondents remember their usual buying
habits. These questions are based on principles from behavioral economics and
guide our usage of this prior knowledge:

• Habits & heuristics
People tend to simplify the task of decision making. An important rule of
thumb for future choices - used consciously or not - is to revert to past
experience.

• Frames & anchors
When people make choices they look out for hints and references, which
frame their decision making. The frame can be determined by memories of
past decisions or by the context in which the new choice is presented.

• Brands provide orientation and guidance in all categories
• Price is a highly relevant landmark for all buying decision makers

We use the derived contextual information about each individual respondents
disposition towards brand and price, knowledge (or lack of it), past behaviour
and perceptions in the category. This prior knowledge of individual dispositions
informs the following choice experiment.
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In our paper we present the differences in the results of the choice model
when respondents answer the 9 questions or doing the same experiment with-
out the questions. Therefore, we have conducted 9 empirical studies where
50% of the respondent answered the 9 behavioral questions, upfront the choice
experiment, whereas 50% do the choice exercise without the questions.

Our empirical results show that the framing (recall of past shopping expe-
rience) that takes place, has a positive impact on the answering behavior in
the choice experiment and significantly improves hit rates and out of sample
share estimates of the respondents that have answered the additional questions.
Furthermore, we can use the 9 questions as co-variates to inform the CBC/HB
estimation about the different shopping behavior of our respondents and fur-
ther improve the results. Finally, we can segment our data into four consumer
segments based on category involvement and brand switching disposition and
gain insight for product development and pricing issues. For additional infor-
mation see Allenby and Rossi (2006); Kurz and Binner (2010); Liakhovitski
and Shmulyian (2011); Sentis and Geller (2010).

8 Demand-driven location planning using MNL, maximum
likelihood estimation, and machine learning
Knut Haase, University of Hamburg
Jannis Kück, University of Hamburg
Fiona Sauerbier, University of Hamburg
Martin Spindler, University of Hamburg

Digitization leads to larger data sets available as input for optimization prob-
lems, in particular also for choice-based optimization problems which are usu-
ally combined with maximum likelihood estimation. Machine learning are par-
ticular useful for analyzing high-dimensional, complex data sets. We consider a
high dimensional estimation problem and a location problem under the multino-
mial logit model. We integrate the machine learning methods Lasso regression
and Ridge regression into the maximum likelihood method to estimate the
multinomial logit model. We perform a computational study using synthetic
data to determine the optimal solutions to location planning problems. The
results are used to analyze the quality of the solutions of the location problems
depending on the estimation method used. For additional information see Train
(2009); Friedman et al (2010).
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9 Analyzing Groves to Explain Random Forests
Gero Szepannek, Stralsund University of Applied Sciences
Björn-Hergen von Holt, Institut für Medizinische Biometrie und
Statistik, Lübeck

Random forests show superior performance to decision trees in many machine
learning problems. In contrast, the resulting models are no longer understand-
able and often called to be of black box nature. Different methods have been pro-
posed to enhance interpretability of random forests in terms of tree-structured
rule sets such as representative trees (Banerjee et al, 2012) or surrogate trees.
These concepts can be extended to groves consisting of not only one single but
a few trees. The explainability (Szepannek and Lübke, 2022) of a forest model
by the different approaches is analyzed and juxtaposed to the complexity of the
explanation.

10 Feature selection in high-dimensional data with tiny sample size
Sigrun May, Clausthal University of Technology

Fitting models on high-dimensional data with a tiny sample size often results
in selecting many irrelevant features. In addition, nested crossvalidation is nec-
essary to avoid biased performance evaluation. The selected feature subsets of
each iteration usually differ even if they provide an equivalent prediction result.
This leads to highly unstable feature subsets within the nested cross-validation.
To address this lack of robustness we developed an alternative feature selection
workflow: First, we cluster highly correlated features. To reduce the influence
of outliers, we do not apply feature extraction. Instead, we calculate the best
representative feature for each cluster. The degree of feature independence we
adjust using a correlation threshold. Second, we reverse the feature selection.
In the classical approach, applying LASSO to predict the label, features with
nonzero coefficients are selected. Instead, we suggest using the potentially rel-
evant feature itself as target feature.

All other features serve as training data. Furthermore, we eliminate features
correlated to each respective target feature from each training set. Training is
repeated twice, once with the label integrated into the training data and once
without. We select a feature only if training data containing the label provides
substantially better results than the same training data without the label. Based
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on this difference, a weight is assigned to each feature. To validate the selected
feature subsets, we suggest a feature-weighted K-Nearest-Neighbor that consid-
ers these individual feature weights. Hence, both the subset and the individual
relevance (weight) of each feature are included in the classification. Finally, we
evaluate the results not only by an average evaluation metric but by 10 differ-
ent metrics (micro matthews, micro accuracy, micro f1 score, micro balanced
accuracy score, macro auc, macro logloss, macro brier score loss, macro top
k accuracy score, stability, number of robust features). This way, we can show
that reverse feature selection leads to an increased number of selected robust
features. It reduces the influence of overfitting and unstable subsets. Reverse
feature selection is an alternative method complementing state of the art ensem-
ble techniques (Muthukrishnan and Rohini, 2016; Vabalas et al, 2019; Wahid
et al, 2022).

11 Immunophenotyping B-cell Lymphoma with a Trustworthy
Artificial Intelligence System using Human-in-the-loop
approach
Michael C. Thrun, Philipps University Marbur
Jörg Hoffmann, Philipps University Marburg, University Hospital
Giessen and Marburg
Stefan W. Krause, Universitätsklinikum Erlangen
Peter Krawitz, University Bonn
Cornelia Brendel, Philipps University Marburg, University
Hospital Giessen and Marburg
Alfred Ultsch, Philipps University Marburg

Diagnostic immunophenotyping of lymphoma is often performed via multi-
parameter flow cytometry by measuring cell surface expression levels from
several antigens on peripheral blood B cells. Artificial intelligence (AI) claims
to diagnose lymphoma cases automatically. However, AIs harbor obstacles:
They require many training examples, and - by their nature as sub-symbolic
systems – trustworthiness is impaired because it is impossible to get either
competence estimation or explanations about their decision.

Here we present a combined unsupervised and supervised artificial intel-
ligence which closely resembles the stepwise human-in-the-loop diagnostic
approach of medical experts. An unsupervised sample quality check through
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the tiles mining algorithm first allows one to identify core structures in data
sets and recognize outliers. Next, a supervised explainable AI called ALPODS
(Ultsch et al, 2022) is trained with only 256 lymphoma samples and an equal
number of healthy controls. Subsequently, ALPODS was trained to differen-
tiate between B-NHL and normal control samples in an explainable manner.
Thereupon, the AI was trained to classify lymphoma on three levels in analogy
to human experts:

1. Separation of normal controls from B-cell lymphoma,
2. Identification of CLL and HCL, and
3. Subclassification of other B-NHL, which often cannot be distinguished based

on flow cytometry data alone.

In sum, this AI approach models the decision levels of human diagnostic experts
and allows a human-in-the-loop to examine each step. Moreover, our AI is
capable of calculating a value that indicates its own trustworthiness for the
diagnosis of each sample.

The results show that our trustworthy learning artificial intelligence system
is capable of diagnosing lymphoma from flow cytometric data with a tiny train-
ing cohort. The trustworthy AI system outperformed similar approaches on
different levels. The AI system can extrapolate on the test set with an accu-
racy of 98.2% for the distinction between B-NHL and normal controls and
harbors self-assessment properties about the trustworthiness of its decisions.
It can be trained with only 256 lymphoma samples – making it applicable for
single-center diagnostic laboratories that wish to work by AI support on a given
lymphoma panel. The novel system was compared to similar published algo-
rithms of a deep learning approach (Zhao et al, 2020) and Citrus (Bruggner
et al, 2014). Our AI exhibited superior performance with a Mathews correla-
tion coefficient of 87% within a seven-class system and 5904 test samples. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first AI capable of outperforming human
experts (MCC=83%). The trustworthy AI system was validated on a different
dataset from an independent diagnostic center.
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12 Combining the Effects of ESG Ratings and Macroeconomics on
Stock Returns Using Causal Inference and Worldwide Panel
Data
Tilo Zimmermann, FOM Frankfurt

In this study, we investigate the diffuse effect of environmental, social, and gov-
ernance (ESG) ratings on stock returns using a panel regression and a global
sample of data. To our knowledge, this is the first study to integrate directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) as a method of causal modeling into the analysis. Specif-
ically, we construct DAGs to overcome biases caused by control variables and
demonstrate the combined impact of ESG ratings, macroeconomics, and the
Fama-French (FF) factors on stock returns. The developed DAG suggests that
the commonly used FF factors inhibit a mediating role within the influence of
ESG ratings on stock returns. In a subsequent empirical analysis, we construct
stock portfolios based on ESG ratings finding that worse ESG Ratings are asso-
ciated with higher returns using the Kruskal-Wallis test and Welch’s analysis of
variance. However, the regression models developed in the study illustrate that
not only the choice of the rating provider but also model specifications, such
as sample selection and choice of control variables, influence the designated
direction and significance of the impact of ESG ratings on stock returns. This
is true even for a randomly created control variable. Therefore, our findings im-
plicate that methodological variation can explain the heterogeneous results of
previous studies. For additional information see Liang and Renneboog (2020);
Mitton (2022); Pearl et al (2016).

13 Automatic Fake News Detection to Ensure Quality of News
Articles
Adalbert F.X. Wilhelm, Jacobs University Bremen
Bonaventure F. P. Dossou, Jacobs University Bremen

Access to information is an inherent right of every living human being. De-
fined as factual information published in newspapers or broadcasted on radio
or television, news helps us every day to keep informed about what is hap-
pening in our society and around the world. With the rise of the internet and
social media during the last decades news generation and information broadcast
had become possible without the regulatory action of media’s gatekeeping and
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their editorial scrutiny facilitating generation and spread of fake news. While
disinformation has circulated through media since the early days of mass com-
munication, scholars and pundits have argued that recent years mark the rise of
the misinformation society (Pickard, 2016) and the era of alternative facts and
post truth (Benkler et al, 2018). The automatic detection of fake news, their
reduction and eradication is therefore a great challenge with high relevance
for the daily debates. Quite some research has been done in this regard, using
machine learning techniques such as supervised learning, unsupervised learn-
ing, reinforcement learning(Zhang et al, 2018), or the arising self-supervised
learning. In NLP, the battle to use the power of AI to detect, reduce and erad-
icate the propagation of fake news is an ongoing trend. In this presentation,
using the ISOT fake news dataset, we test the importance of choosing the right
embedding model. We integrate the most efficient embedding model, and we
implement a reinforcement learning framework to perform binary classification
of news articles.

14 How Social Media Drove the 2016 and 2020 U.S. Presidential
Elections
Raoul V. Kübler, ESSEC Business School Paris

How did social media interactions versus the candidates’ own actions drive
the 2016 and 2020 U.S. presidential elections? Were candidates misled if they
focused on traditional market research versus the newer probabilistic polls?
Candidates have different political persuasion pathways, and different topics
and media are better suited to achieve this end. The authors compose a daily
data set combining donations, polls, and advertising with social media interac-
tions on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Structural topic modeling reveals
nuances in topics and sentiment, after which persistence modeling reveals a
very different impact on traditional versus the probabilistic polls, showing the
danger of relying on one predictive metric. Candidates largely control their
own fate, but the impact of their paid actions differs by channel, topic, and how
they resonate in social media. Disinformation about the candidates hurts their
chances on some topics, while boosting them on others. Applying the learnings
from the 2016 election, the authors predict the 2020 election and draw insights
to advise where, when, and how to drive the political conversation.
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15 Reducing Product Returns through Green Nudges and Causal
Machine Learning
Moritz von Zahn, Goethe University Frankfurt

As free customer deliveries are becoming a standard in E-commerce, product
returns pose a growing challenge to online retailers and society. For retailers,
product returns create considerable costs associated with transportation, labor,
disposal and infrastructure to manage returns. From a societal perspective, in-
creasing product returns contribute to increased pollution, additional trash, and
often a waste of natural resources. Due to these costs, companies and society are
interested in reducing product returns. However, retailers on a micro level pos-
sess only very few effective instruments to minimize product returns without
harming customer demand and net sales. In this work, we propose a novel prod-
uct return prevention instrument (Smart Green Nudging) that leverages Causal
Machine Learning (CML) and the availability of rich customer and contextual
data sources. Smart Green Nudging identifies and targets selected customers
towards better shopping choices that will yield reduced product returns without
diminishing customer demand and net sales. We evaluate the performance of
Smart Green Nudging with real-world data from the German online shop of
a large European retailer. Smart Green Nudging decreases product returns by
4.7% and increases profits by up to +12.9%. Moreover, we use methods from
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) to reveal which customer characteris-
tics drive the nudging effect. Thereby, XAI adds valuable managerial insights
and helps improving personalization. Overall, this paper demonstrates the effi-
cacy of using state-of-the-art CML and XAI to customize minimally invasive
behavioral nudges in the digital environment as a means to tackle business
and societal problems. For additional information see Wager and Athey (2018);
Lundberg and Lee (2017).

16 Data4Good at CorrelAid – Impact for Civil Society and
Volunteers
Zoé Wolter & Philipp Bosch, CorrelAid e. V.

CorrelAid e.V. is a non-partisan, non-profit network of data science enthusi-
asts who want to change the world using data science – in our presentation
we want to show how CorrelAid has made the step from a student initiative to
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one of the pioneers in the field of Data4Good in civil society. In doing so, we
elaborate on what Data4Good means to CorrelAid and how we pragmatically
make a sustainable impact for civil society through our pro bono projects with
other non-profit organizations while training and developing the skills of our
volunteers. Our approach to education goes beyond simply passing on tech-
nical knowledge about models and programming. For us at CorrelAid, digital
education also always means critically questioning technologies and methods.
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